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ADJUSTING
YOUR
BLEED

The quality of raster images is determined by its resolution.
We require that your files be created at least at 150-300 DPI.
300 DPI is recommended for producing smaller finer details
and small text. As a forewarning, you CAN NOT take a low
resolution image and make it a better quality. Re-saving in a
different program or format will not resolve this.

SET TING
YOUR
COLORS

There are two types of ways to create a file. Raster or Vector.
The one you choose depends on what you are trying to
accomplish. Vector is an image created from lines and shapes,
such as a drawing or cartoon. Raster is an image created from
many small dots to produce a larger image, such as a real life
photograph.

If a Pantone Matching System (PMS) number is provided,
most colors can be represented fairly close. However, some
PMS colors are out of gamut for digital CMYK printing.
Certain colors are impossible to represent exactly.

Bleed is extra material and color that extends beyond the
actual size of your surface, such as a window or wall. In order to
ensure coverage is edge to edge for installations, we ask that
you submit files with the necessary bleed for your project.

APPLYING
YOUR
CUT PATH

WHOLESALE CUSTOMERS:
BLEED MUST BE BUILT IN BEFORE WE CAN PRINT

OUTLINING
YOUR
FONTS

ALL FILES MUST BE IN CMYK

When you add text to your file it is important that you
“Outline” the text before you send it to be printed. If the text
isn’t outlined, font substitution may occur when we open
the file.

If your project is cut to shape, we ask that you supply us with a
cut path. A cut path is a vector shape that allows our cutter to
read and match up with registration marks. A simple one pixel
stroke on the shape is needed, and preferably placed on a
separate layer named “Cut Path”.

ACCEPTED
FILE
TYPES

Raster Images: Photoshop (.psd), .jpg, .tif, .png, & .pdf
Vector Images: Illustrator (.ai), .eps, & .pdf
Please DO NOT submit these file types:
Publisher(.pub), Quark(.qrk), CAD, Corel Draw(.crd) or Word (.doc)

